In this paper we show how a novel photonic remote sensing system assembled on a robotic platform can extract vital biomedical parameters from cattle including their heart beating, breathing and chewing activity. The sensor is based upon a camera and a laser using selfinterference phenomena. The whole system intends to provide an automatic solution for detection, identification and biomedical monitoring of a cow. The detection algorithm is based upon image processing involving probability map construction. The identification algorithms involve well known image pattern recognition techniques. The sensor is used on top of an automated robotic platform in order to support animal decision making. Field tests and computer simulated results are presented.
Introduction
Automatic robotic cattle management is an appealing problem which is of an interest for the agricultural and dairy community. A detection, identification and physical biomedical check of a cow is usually done by different sensors per each task. Previously, several attempts were made to monitor the cows' positioning. An image processing technique based on a spatial segmentation of cows produced from images filmed from top-mounted cameras was applied (Alhanati et al., 2010) . However, this technique suffers from a dependency on proper illumination and cows' surface texture. Radio-frequency identification (RFID) technique was introduced to monitor a location of cows, however it requires a specific detector location (Stankovsky et al., 2012) , i.e. it can detect a location in a predefined area. Kim and Young Jung (2013) introduced recently a combined technique of RGB space filtering and RFID monitoring.
Biomedical monitoring of bovine animals can help better maintain welfare of the animals and therefore help in establishing a profitable business at an agricultural farm. For instance, the heart rate and respiration rate measurements indicate energy balance in ruminants (Brosh, 2007) and advance early detection of an outbreak diseases and animal stress (Brosh et al., 2006) .
In this paper we introduce a combined sensor for detection, identification and extraction of bio-medical parameters off a cow. Our proposal is based on a completely different approach which comprises a laser projection and camera filming of a back-reflected laser light. This system is capable to distinguish each cow independently and to monitor remotely r, various vital biomedical parameters such as breathing, heart beat rate, and chewing activity. The proposed technique is not affected by the illumination intensity fluctuations, the contrast changes and the cows' skin texture. The laser is used to produce biomedical information off a cow. The camera has numerous usages: first, to grab the reflected laser information, second, to identify the cows' individual freeze branding number and finally to navigate the system in the barn space.
Our laser illuminates a cow with a collimated laser beam. The reflected light is grabbed by the camera, while the laser self-interference phenomena (a speckle pattern) are imaged. The speckles are self-interference random patterns (Dainty, 1989 ) and have the remarkable quality that each individual speckle serves as a reference point from which one may track the changes in the phase of the light that is being scattered from the surface (Dainty, 1989) .
Because of that, speckle techniques such as electronic speckle-pattern interferometry have been widely used for displacement measuring and vibration analysis (amplitudes, slopes and modes of vibration) as well as characterisation of deformations (Leedertz, 1970; Pedersen, 1982; Peters and Ranson, 1982; Rastogi and Jacquot, 1987; Takai et al., 1980; Chu et al., 1985; Uno et al., 1996) . In case of an object deformations measurement, one subtracts the speckle pattern before the deformation has occurred (due to change in loading, change in temperature, etc.) from the pattern after deformation has occurred. This procedure produces correlation fringes that correspond to the object's local surface displacements between the two exposures. From the fringe pattern both the magnitude and the direction of the object's local surface displacement is determined (Leedertz, 1970; Rastogi and Jacquot, 1987) . Usage of speckles was also applied for improving the resolving capabilities of imaging sensors (Garcia et al., 2008) as well as ranging and 3D estimation (Garcia et al., 2005) .
In our sensing configuration, the detection is obtained via fast imaging camera that observes the temporal intensity fluctuations of the imaged speckles pattern and their trajectory. In order to allow cor- relating the trajectory with the movement of the speckle patterns we had to properly defocus our imaging lens. We propose not to focus the camera on the object, instead to focus on a far or close field such that the object itself is defocused. Doing that makes the movement of the object (its vibrations) to cause a lateral shift of the speckles pattern. Actually due to this defocusing, the movement of the object instead of constantly changing the speckle pattern creates a situation in which we see the same speckle pattern moving or vibrating in the transversal plane. This feature allows tracking the maxima intensity spots, the extraction of the trajectory movement. The extraction of the skin surface movement with nanometric accuracy (Zalevsky and Garcia, 2007; Beiderman et al., 2011a) can produce an estimation of the blood viscosity as well as its pulsation. Based on the skin movement, one may extract important biomedical parameters from a distance, without a contact, in a non-invasive way. In previous works we were able to develop photonic sensor in order to measure human biomedical parameters (Zalevsky et al., 2009; Beiderman et al., 2010; Beiderman et al., 2011b; Cojoc et al., 2012; Beiderman et al., 2012; Shenhav et al., 2012; Margalit et al., 2014) . Our previous measurements included heartbeat rate and shape (Zalevsky et al., 2009) , blood pulse pressure (Beiderman et al., 2010) , estimation for glucose concentration in the blood stream (Beiderman et al., 2011b) , intra-ocular pressure (IOP) in the eye (Margalit et al., 2014) , estimation of amount of alcohol in the blood stream (Shenhav et al., 2012) and even using our sensor as a tool for early detection of malaria infected red blood cells (Cojoc et al., 2012) . For some of those parameters such glucose concentration and IOP the alternative is invasive or at least non pleasant procedure for the human patient. Note that the proposed system can be realised in a very simple and low price manner by simply using common components of a conventional optical mouse . However all the above studies followed by developing human applications and were tested in lab conditions. Working with farm animal introduces further challenge -the existence of pelt -animal skin with thick fat layer (Halachmi et al., 2008) and non-cooperative nature of the animals to the measurement procedures. Therefore, field tests were performed. The whole optical system will be assembled on an autonomous mobile robot. In order to navigate and identify the robotic platform uses a special navigation algorithm along with several image processing algorithms that were developed. Our cow detection algorithm is based upon probabilities map construction. The map is transformed into an approximation of sum of 2D Gaussian curves, where each one is statistically independent of others and with similar variance between axes (XY). The algorithm is compared to well-known navigation techniques, like the greedy probabilistic algorithm (Pelikan et al., 2002) .
Cow identification is based on recognition of individual numbers (freeze branding) that are branded in each cow. Freeze branding (Battaglia, 2001 ) serves as a method of animal identification from a larger distance than is feasible with ear tags. Freeze branding, similar to hot branding, involves the use of branding irons, with letters and numbers, being chilled in liquid nitrogen or dry ice and alcohol. Freeze brands are typically 4-inch high numbers and letters; they should be placed in the shoulder or buttocks area. In this paper we deal with freeze brands of three-digit numbers, which are located on the upper cow's buttocks area. Each cow is marked with 3-digits number surrounded by a white rectangle (similar to regular car license number). For number recognition we use the well-known algorithm described in (Shapiro et al., 2004) .
In this paper we show a construction of an automated photonic sensor placed on top of a robotic platform used in cowsheds or barns, while the purpose of our experiments was to automatically estimate the biomedical state of the cows. Special algorithms were implemented in a software package in order to operate a robotic system equipped with the sensor. First the system detects and identifies a cow in cattle located in a barn, while later captures the bio-medical parameters of that cow. The system operates constantly with no interference to the flock. The data of the cow number along with its biomedical information can be sent to a remote computer. The software algorithm may signal that one or more cows need to be treated. A person in charge can look at the data presented in the computer and take the necessary action. That way, it saves time and costs of human inspection and alert. In this paper we will discuss the sensor and camera system alone.
Theoretical explanation

Biomedical sensor
In general, the system is based on a temporal tracking of secondary speckle patterns. The laser illuminates the region of interest where the measurement should be performed. Speckle patterns are generated on the detector of the camera after light is being back reflected from the illuminated surface. By properly adjusting the optics of the camera it was shown that tilting the inspected back reflecting surface generates movement rather than change in the speckle pattern distribution. Therefore, it is possible to track the temporal shifts and movements of this random pattern by performing proper correlation operations (Leedertz, 1970) . The applied tracking allows determining both the magnitude and the direction of the subject's local surface displacement (Rastogi and Jacquot, 1987) when applying the exact image processing correlation-based algorithm that is realised via MATLAB and C++ software codes. If the back reflecting skin is close to main blood arteries then the remotely measured temporal movements can be translated into estimation of various vital biomedical parameters such as heart beating. Breathing activity of cows can be recorded from the central part of a body, while the chewing activity is the best monitored near the jaws.
Software algorithm development
The software algorithm research comes to help the robotic system to navigate and identify a cow in order to operate the optical sensor. The cow identification process includes two components: the search algorithm and the cow number identification. The system that integrates the optical sensor with a digital camera can be placed on a moving robotic system above a cowshed area. When the optical sensor identifies a cow, the system stops, collects the cow data and number and transmits it to a host computer. This process is in the design stage.
Search algorithm
The camera is hanged 3 m above the ground and can move autonomously along tracks that cover all of the cowshed area. The optical sensor is attached to the camera. The snail path algorithm is used for area covering. The area will be divided into cells of 50¥50 cm each. First time the camera with the sensor will scan the whole area and assign probability of cow locations in each cell. This probabilities map is transformed into an approximation of sum of 2D Gaussian curves, where each one is statistically independent of others and with similar variance between axes (XY). This map is stored dynamically for analysis purpose. The probability function can be regarded as a topology where XY axes are cell locations and Z axis is the probability of cow presence. Each 2D Gaussian is defined as presented in Equation 1. A cell weight is the probability of cow presence and a path weight is the product of the probabilities of cow presence of each cell in the path. The path starts from the current camera position going to the location with the highest probability. The camera scans the area all the way to this location. In any point, when the sensor detects a cow, the camera stops moving, takes a picture, and performs image processing for cow identification. The cow number along with the sensor data is sent to a remote computer. We will discuss the image processing phase later. Then the camera continues scanning the area.
The camera stops scanning a local area when the probabilities of cow presence are below a predefined threshold or lower than those in other area. When that happens, the camera moves to the next highest probability rank area. The scanning process continues to all areas in descending order of probabilities. The scanning cycle restarts when all cells are scanned or all cows are found in the current cycle.
We will define efficiency as appears in Equation 2.
( 2) where:
T is the overall scan time; tj is the time of arrival to cell j; Pj is a priory probability of j cell. We compared the algorithm to snake search and greedy probabilistic algorithm. The algorithm we introduce is presented with best and worth probability threshold for determining when to leave a local area towards the next point of interest.
Cow identification
Cow identification is based on recognition of individual numbers (freeze branding) that are branded in each cow. Freeze brands (Battaglia, 2001 ) are typically 4-inch high numbers and letters; in this paper we deal with freeze brands of three-digit numbers, which are located on the upper cow's buttocks area. Each cow is marked with 3-digits number surrounded by a white rectangle (similar to regular car license number). A permanent brand as presented in Figure 1 .
In determining the exact location of the cow, we support two scenarios: i) each cow has permanent stall with known location; ii) cows do not have a permanent place.
It should be capable of: i) working indoor and outdoor; ii) working in a wide range of illumination conditions; iii) being invariant to size, scale and stroke thickness; iv) being robust to camera-cow relative movement.
The most popular approach is based on edge detection, gradient and other variants of intensity derivatives. These techniques are sensitive to noise and illumination variation, therefore they need to be supported or complemented by other methods.
We use the well-known adaptive image extraction algorithm, which works with single frame grey-level images, obtained at different daytime and weather conditions, as an input. The main stages of this algorithm are shown in Figure 2 , and widely described in Shapiro et al. (2004) .
Experimental setup
Our experimental sensor was tested in a field, while the robotic platform algorithms were simulated by a computer. In the future, the robotic platform will be equipped with the biomedical sensor and operated by the proposed algorithms. We tested two cases using our optical sensor: i) the cow was located at a distance of approximately 30 cm from the optical sensing device. A laser beam was pointing to the neck of the cow. The gold-reference was a Polar watch with a belt strap sensor well tied to the animal behind the forth legs, oiled with a conductivity gel (Brosh, 2007; Brosh et al., 2006) ; ii) the cow was located at a distance of approximately 2 m from the optical sensing device. A laser beam was pointing to the neck and to the stomach of the cow (to detect its breathing activity) using the same gold reference. Two cows were checked at each time; total of 6 cows were checked (total of 3 field test). In Figure 3 one can see the constrained sensor module. The module is assembled on a tripod equipped with a camera (PixelLink B741) and the laser (Photop D2100). The camera is connected to the computer (Dell M4600), which process the acquired video information using Matlab software. In Figure 4 one may see the images of the experimental scenario and configuration installed at the farm located in Newe Yaar, the Agricultural Research Organisation (ARO)'s northern research centre, Israel.
Experimental processing and results
As previously mentioned three biomedical parameters of the cattle were measured in a remote manner.
The system comprises of a laser and a camera with a capability to work at high frame rate. The rate depends on the application, in our case a frame rate of 500-1000 Hz over a small region of interest is enough. In general, the system is based on a temporal tracking of secondary speckle patterns. The laser illuminates the region of interest where the measurement should be performed. Speckle patterns are generated on the detector of the camera after light is being back reflected from the illuminated surface as shown in Figure 5 . By properly adjusting the optics of the camera it was shown that tilting of the inspected back reflecting surface generates movement rather than change in the speckle pattern distribution. Therefore, it is possible to track the temporal shifts and movements of this random pattern by performing proper correlation operations (Leedertz, 1970) . The applied tracking allows determining both the magnitude and the direction of the subject's local surface displacement (Rastogi and Jacquot, 1987) when applying the exact image processing correlation-based algorithm that is realised via MATLAB and C++ software codes. If the back reflecting skin is close to main blood arteries then the remotely measured temporal movements can be translated into estimation of various vital biomedical parameters such as heart beating. Breathing and chewing activity of cows can be recorded from the central body part, while the chewing is best to be monitored near the jaw area. The automatic recognition of the peaks in the detected signals (the heart beat signature or a breathing signature) was done using Matlab software function findpeaks. 
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Breathing measurement
We found a very clear periodic signal with a breath shape of the cows. The reference measurement (manual) matched our measurements. Example of the reconstructed signal is shown in Figure 6A . In that specific measurement our sensor recovered breathing rate of 60 times per minute. The reference of the breathing measurement was a manual stethoscope score. The reference count was 59 times per minute.
Pulse measurement
We measured the heart beating pulse and found a very clear periodic signal with a very determined pulse shape. The reference measurement (made with Polar watch) matches our measurements. Example of the reconstructed signal is seen in Figure 6B . There, the measured heart beating rate was 72 beats per minute. Exactly the same measurement was also obtained with our reference measurement device (Polar watch).
Chewing activity
When measuring the chewing activity of the cow with our photonic sensor we, in this case as well, found a very clear periodic signal. The reference counting matches our measurements. An example of the reconstructed signal is shown in Figure 6C . The vertical axis refers to amplitude measured in pixels. The measurement produced by our sensor gave the value of 60 (episode/min) while the reference measurement produced the same readout as well.
Statistics
We have collected dozens of heart beats measurements from each cow. In Figure 7A and B we show a collection of two of the cows' measurements. The correlation coefficient for the two of the collection ( Figure 5A and B) are 0.967 and 0.982 respectively. The reference of the heart beat measurement was Polar watch as mentioned before. Figure  7C correlation coefficient was 0.9946 in that case. The reference of the breathing measurement was a manual stethoscope score as mentioned before. The blue dashed line denotes to the reference measurement, while the red solid line to the optical readout.
Software algorithm simulation: search algorithm Figure 8 presents a comparison of the algorithm to snake search and greedy probabilistic algorithm. The algorithm is presented with best and worth probability threshold for determining when to leave a local area towards the next point of interest.
We further studied the optimal threshold values as a function of the peak numbers in the area. Since the map is built on the first run, it is possible to calculate in advance the suitable threshold value that will produce the best results for a specific case. Figure 9 presents data received from 605 runs with 5 different maps for every amount of peaks. One can notice that the optimal threshold is indeed different for different peak numbers. Figure 10 presents the best six threshold values for any amount of Gaussian curves.
Selecting the best threshold requires additional computation since it involves testing of the probability map. We examined to what extent wrong selection of threshold value will reduce the performances as expressed through efficiency. Figure 11 presents the performances of the best and worst threshold value which are also compared to the greedy probabilistic algorithm (Shenhav et al., 2012) . It is clear that that the best threshold has a clear advantage. However, the efficiency of the worst threshold value is still good and way beyond the greedy probabilistic algorithm.
Cow number identification
The algorithm efficiency is presented in Table 1 . Different daylight conditions were examined, from bright sunlight illumination to foggy winter halfdarkness. Very frequently the freeze brand zone has been in a shadow and the contrast of characters has been poor with regard to the freeze brand's background. Situations of mixed illumination, where certain portions of the freeze brand were shadowed, while the others were brightly illuminated, caused problems and sometimes led to rejection of the whole freeze brand.
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Figure 7. Cows' biomedical measurement collection. The blue dashed line denotes to the reference measurement, while the red solid line to the optical readout. A) the first cow heart beats; B) the second cow heart beats; C) breathing rate by a third cow. 
Discussion
Among advantages of the proposed system one can stress that system is comprised only one sensor, while is operability covers three different tasks: identification, detection and biomedical monitoring. The biomedical monitoring is not dependant on the illumination of the subject, does not require high image signal-to-noise ratio (can operate at night). The image processing techniques are robust and show a reliable outcome by the simulations. Only few images of extremely poor quality (poor contrast or missing part) attempted more than three prospective strips. The conclusion is that in case of reasonably good images the above-described freeze brand localisation approach yields good results. The system is low cost as it is uses off-the-shelf components and easy to use, no additional hardware such as transmitters mounted on the cow or additional sensors are required.
Some disadvantages can be named here: high air humidity cause bluer on lens camera that makes hardly cow identification. In addition, the system is still in the development stage; therefore it is not fully explored with the real-time cases.
Conclusions
The field tests with cows have shown a very good feasibility for monitoring all three of the chosen biomedical parameters: pulse count (heart beat rate), breathing activity, and chewing. The accuracy of the measurement was as good as the sampling time interval (bit to bit counting), while the reference measurements matched our recordings.
A system that integrates the optical sensor with a digital camera can be placed on a moving robotic system above a cowshed area. When the optical sensor identifies a cow, the system stops, collects the cow biomedical data and number and transmits it to a host computer. The proposed algorithms were developed and its simulation outcome presented a good potential for an automatic cows monitoring. 
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